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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Let us denote the metric differential form of a Riemann-Einstein 
space by 
d.9 = hij(X) dx” axi, (1.1) 
where the symmetric coefficients hii are functions of the variables 
x0, xl, x2, x3 and there is a summation on the indices i and j over the 
range 0, 1, 2, 3. The metric is said to be statical [l] if a coordinate system S 
can be chosen such that the above form can be written 
dS2 = lr2(X) dt2 - gij(X) dXi dXi, (1.2) 
in which the g’s are the coefficients of a positive definite quadratic form 
and the quantities I’ and gii are functions of the variables x1, x2, x3 
alone; it is to be understood of course that the second set of terms in the 
right member of (1.2) involves a summation over the values 1, 2, 3. It is 
natural to interpret the coordinate x0 as the time variable t in the system S, 
as indicated in (1.2), and to consider the coordinates x1, x2, x3 as the 
coordinates of a three dimensional Riemann space R whose fundamental 
metric form is given by 
dO2 = gij dXi dXi. (1.3) 
This point of view will be adopted in the following discussion. For later 
reference we note that the general form (1.1) reduces to the statical 
form (1.2) when 
h,= V2; hOi = 0; hij = - gij, (i, j = 1, 2, 3). (1.4) 
* The writing of this article has been supported in part by the Office of Naval 
Research under Contract Nonr-908(09), Indiana University, NR 041 037 and b> 
the National Science Foundation through Grant NSF-G14506 to Indiana University. 
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In this paper we shall treat the propagation of weak gravitational 
waves into the statical gravitational field defined by (1.2). Viewing the 
gravitational wave surface as a two dimensional surface L’(t), propagated 
in the above Riemann space R, we have constructed the compatibility 
conditions of the problem in Sections III and IV under the assumption 
that the components hij and their first derivatives are continuous across 
the surface Z(l) ; as so considered the problem is analogous to the well 
known problem of the propagation of a sound wave into a gas at rest. 
VVe shall be concerned primarily with the propagation of spatial gravita- 
tional waves, i.e. with wave surfaces Z(t) which admit discontinuities 
in the second partial derivatives of the purely spatial components gii 
appearing in the form (1.2) while the second partial derivative of the 
temporal! components as represented by the coefficients hOi for j = 0, 1, 2, 3 
in (1 .l) are continuous across Z(t). It is shown in Section 1’ that the 
normal velocity of such waves is given by the value of the quantity T’ 
in (1.2) at points of the wave surface; in Section VI it is shown that the 
normal trajectories to the wave surfaces Z(t) are geodesics of zero length 
in the four dimensional space-time continuum whose element of distance 
ds is given by the form (1.2). In the special case for which the expression 
(1.2) for ds2 can be approximated by the expression for the element of 
distance in the special theory of relativity, i.e. 
ds2 = c2 dt2 - (dx1)2 - (dx2)2 - (dx3)2, (1.5) 
the wave surfaces Z(t) will be propagated with the constant velocity of 
light c and the successive positions of these surfaces will form a family 
of parallel surfaces having as their normal trajectories a congruence of 
straight lines in the three dimensional Euclidean space of the special 
theory of relativity. 
To investigate the variation of the wave strength, defined in Section \‘, 
during the propagation of the wave we have constructed the compatibility 
conditions of the third order in Section VIII; in this consideration we 
have used the special form (1.5) rather than the general form (1.2) for the 
element of distance of the statical field in order to obtain the greatest 
possible simplification in our relations. On the basis of these compatibility 
conditions the differential equation for the variation of the wave strength 
is derived in Section IX and is found to be the same as the equation for 
the variation of the strength of a longitudinal or shear wave propagated 
in an unstrained elastic solid. Thus we find that ordinarily the strength 
of the wave will decrease to zero monotonically as the wave progresses 
although in certain cases, depending on the mean curvature of the wave 
front, the strength will approach infinity over some surface which will, 
presumably, revert to a wave bearing a finite but stronger discontinuity. 
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The velocity of a temporal wave or discontinuity, defined in 
Section VII, does not have a unique determination and in this important 
aspect differs from the case of the spatial wave. This suggests that such 
discontinuities are associated with the presence of material bodies rather 
than with waves in free space. Further investigation of purely temporal 
discontinuities, as well as the inxvestigation of discontinuities of mixed 
temporal and spatial character, would appear to be of interest ; one might 
also consider stronger gravitational waves, including gravitational shocks, 
which will produce a discontinuous or abrupt change in the gravitational 
force. It would seem likely that such waves or discontinuities will be 
found to be of importance in the relativistic theory of atomic phenomena. 
II. AUXILIARY FORMULAS 
if’e shall collect certain formulas in this section for convenient ref- 
erence in the following discussion p]. Let us first observe that in the 
region in front of the gravitational wave Z(t), where the form (1.2) for 
the element of distance ds is assumed to be applicable, we have 
hoa = J. 
1-z 
hOi = 0. hii = - gi7, (i, j = 1, 2,3), (2.1) 
where the hi7 for i, j = 0, 1, 8, 3 and the $j for i, j = 1, 2, 3 are the 
contravariant components of the metric tensors h and g whose covariant 
components occur in (1.1) and (1.2) respectively ; these relations follow 
as a direct consequence of (1.4). Also the components .flfk of the affine 
connection, which are given in general by the formula 
(2.2) 
for i, j, k, m = 0, 1, 2, 3 have the following special values in the region 
in front of the wave X(t), namely 
(2.3) 
in which the indices i, i, k, m have the values 1, 2, 3; the r’s in these 
relations are the components of the affine connection for the Riemann 
space R whose element of distance da is given by (1.3), i.e. 
(2.4) 
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Let us now represent the moving surface Z(t) by the parametric 
equations 
xi = x$.41, 2.42, t), (i = 1,2,3), (2.5) 
and let us denote by G the velocity of propagation of this surface in the 
direction of its unit normal v. We assume that v is directed into the 
space R; hence G > 0 and since v is a unit vector in R by hypothesis 
we have 
gjiv’vi= 1, (2.6) 
where the vi are the contravariant components of v. It will furthermore 
be assumed that the functions xi(u, t) are continuously differentiable 
and that the surface defined by (2.5) is regular in the sense that the 
functional matrix / 1 ax”/&Pj 1 . is everywhere different from zero. Then the 
partial derivatives &“/&/, which we shall denote by x,’ for brevity, are 
the components of a contravariant vector in the space R, tangent to the 
surface Z(t), for a fixed, and the components of a covariant vector on the 
surface Z(t) for i fixed. Hence we can write 
gjj x,i vi = 0. (2.7) 
Also the covariant components of the fundamental metric tensor of the 
surface Z(t) are given by the equations 
ga8 = gij &xi xs’, (23) 
where the indices a, p have the values I,2 and there is a summation on 
the indices i, j over the range 1, 2, 3. We shall likewise make use of the 
well known formula 
g”B x,i xpi = g”i - vi vi, (2.9) 
in which the gax8 are the contravariant components of the metric tensor 
of the surface L’(t) and the indices a, ,6 are summed over the range 1, 2 
in accordance with the usual convention. In the following discussion 
Greek indices will be restricted to the values 1 and 2, as in the equations 
(2.8) and (2.9), and will appear on the symbols of quantities intrinsically 
associated with the two dimensional surface L’(t). Latin indices, on the 
other hand, may have the range 0, 1,2,3 or the range 1,2, 3; the range 
of such indices will be stated when not sufficiently clear from the context. 
Some use will also be made of the equations 
vi,, = -g”baaxir; xi, = &k xz k , (2.10) 
where the comma denotes covariant differentiation of the space vector v 
based on the metric of the surface Z(t) ; moreover the quantities b, are 
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the coefficients of the second fundamental form of the surface L’(t) and 
the ,xir are defined by the second set of these equations. %‘e shall also 
have occasion to employ the mean curvature D of the surface Z(t) which 
is defined by the equation 
The relation5 
Q = 4 s” bcr,. (2.11) 
dx’ 
x = Gvi ; G,!! 
at’ 
are obviously valid, where dx”/bt is the 6 time derivative [3] of the 
coordinate xi (for i = 1, 2, 3) and CT is the arc length along the normal 
trajectories to the surfaces Z(t) when the trajectories are considered as 
curves in the Riemann space R. Finally we wish to call attention to the 
equations ‘3 j 
Dvi -=- 
Dt 
P’ G,, XL+, 
where the quantities Dv”/Dt are the components of the absolute time 
derivative of the vector v along the normal trajectories and the G,, are 
the partial derivatives of the velocity G, considered as a scalar on the 
surface L’(t), with respect to the surface coordinates ua; the components 
of the above time derivative are given by the formula 
Dv; dvi 
Dt- at 
- - + Grlk vi vk. (2.14) 
111. GEOMETRICAL AND KINEMATICAL COMPATIBILITY CONDITIONS OF THE 
SECOND ORDER 
We make the following assumptions: 
Al. The components hij for i, J’ = 0, 1, 2, 3 are continuous over the 
swface Z(t), 
A,. The first partial derivatives of the components hii JOY i, i> = 0, 1, 2,3 
with respect to the coordinates x1, 9, x3 are continuous ovey the surface L’(t). 
Using a bracket, as customary, to denote the difference in the values 
of a quantity on the two sides of the surface Z(t), the above assumptions 
can be expressed by writing 
[hii1 = 0, (i, j = 0, 1, 2,3), (3.1) 
L&/k1 = 0, (i,j=O,1,2,3; k-1,2,3), (3.2) 
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where the symbol 1 is employed to denote partial differentiation with 
respect to the coordinates xk; when followed by a Greek letter in the 
following discussion this symbol will indicate partial differentiation with 
respect to the curvilinear coordinates uIx of the surface Z(t). But from 
(2.12) and (3.1) we have 
~ = [hij,k] Gvk + ~ = 0, [ I 
in which the index k is summed over the values 1, 2, 3; hence from (3.2) 
it follows that 
[ I 
%j o, 
-= 
at 
(3.3) 
Identifying x0 with the time variable t, the following result can therefore 
be stated. The relations (3.2) for k = 0 are also valid. 
Now consider the identities 
[&/k]/a = @‘j/km] %zm = 0, (3.4) 
in which i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3 ; k, m = 1, 2, 3 and the index m is summed 
over its range of values. Multiplying (3.4) by g@ xgn and summing on 
repeated indices as indicated we find that 
&j/km] (pn - vm v”) = 0, 
when use is made of (2.9). When these relations are solved for the brackets 
[hi+,,] the resulting equations can be written in the form 
[&/km] = Bijk vm> (35) 
where the B,, are quantities defined on the surface z(t). But the right 
members of (3.5) must be symmetric in the indices k and m since the left 
members of these equations have this property; hence 
B, V, = B,,,, vk. (3.6) 
Multiplying (3.6) by v” and summing on the repeated index m, we obtain 
Bijk = Cij vk, (3.7) 
where the C’s are quantities defined on the surface L’(t) and are in fact 
given by 
C<j = Biik yk = [hij/km] YR v”‘. 
Finally when we substitute the values of the H,i, given by (3.7) into tht, 
equations (3.5) we have 
hjj;/;,n ’ = ci, l’k VW,, (i,j=O,l,2,3; k-1,2,3). (3.X) 
The relations (3.8) are the geometrical couditious o/ compatibility of 
fhe second ord~ for the components hi,. To obtain the corresponding 
kinematical conditions of compatibility we consider the following two 
sets of identities, namely 
from which we immediately obtain 
(i,j=O,l,S,3; k= 
=G”C. 
11, (i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3). 
zz 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
1,2, 3), (3.11) 
(3.1’) 
In fact the relations (3.11) result from (3.8) and (3.9); similarly we 
obtain (3.12) from (3.10) and (3.11). The relations (3.11) and (3.12) aye 
the kinematical conditions of com$atibility of the second order for the problem 
under consideration. 
Let us non define quantities iii for i = 0, 1, 1, 3 by the equations 
A, =z G; Ak = - l’k, (k = 1, 2, 3). (3.13) 
Also defining the quantities 1’ by the expressions lt’i Ai in the usual 
manner, \ve ha1.e 
10 = ho0 & = G/r,-‘, 
1’ = _ gii a, = 11’ 
(3.14) 
for i = 1, 2, 3 when account is taken of (2.1) and (3.13). The equations 
(3.14) will be used in the following Section \’ ; however we can make 
immediate use of (3.13) to combine the above compatibility conditions 
(3.8), (3.11) and (3.12) into the single set of relations 
$z,/kml = ci, Ak &n, (i, j, k, m = 0, 1, 2, 3). (3.15) 
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It is readily observed that the statical form (1.2) of the element of 
distance ds is invariant under time and coordinate transformations of 
the type 
t=a.f+b; xi = #Jql, 9, ZS), (i = 1,2,3), (3.16) 
where a and b are constants, with a # 0, and the functions q(X) define 
a differentiable transformation x t-) Z of the coordinates of the Riemann 
space R; the first of the equations (3.16) allows, of course, the pos- 
sibility of the usual change of origin and unit of time. Also under such 
transformations the coefficient h, in the form (l.l), or the coefficient v2 
in (1.2), will be the component of a scalar S; the coefficients koj for 
j = 1,2, 3 (which do not necessarily vanish in the region behind the 
wave surface L’) will be the components of a covariant vector J; moreover 
we easily see that the quantities hij for i, i = 1,2,3 can be regarded as 
the components of a tensor T under transformations (3.16). Hence the 
equations (3.13) and (3.14) will be invariant and the quantities Li and 1”, 
given by these equations, will be the components of a covariant and a 
contravariant vector respectively under such time and coordinate trans- 
formations. With regard to the quantities [hii,& the following result 
can be stated. The quantities [hiilk,,,] for i, j, k, m = 0, 1, 2, 3 trans- 
form as the componelzts of a covariant tensor when the time and space 
coordinates undergo a transformation (3.16). To see this we have merely 
to differentiate the equations of transformation of the components hii 
successively with respect to xk and x” and then subtract corresponding 
members of the resulting equations after evaluation on the two sides of the 
surface Z(t); the result in question will then follow as a consequence of 
the fact that the quantities [hii] and -[hijlR] vanish on the surface L’(t) 
from the assumptions A, and A,. Finally it is seen that the symmetric 
quantities Cii in the equations (3.15) can be considered to be the compo- 
nents of a tensor under transformations (3.16) because of the tensor 
character of the other quantities, i.e. the components pi and [hij,km], 
in these equations. 
IV. THE DYNAMICAL CONDITIONS OF COMPATIBILITY 
By definition the components Bf,,, of the curvature tensor of the 
Riemann-Einstein space are given by equations of the form 
(4.1) 
where the A’s are the components of the affine connection of this space 
and the dots denote terms which are quadratic in the components A; 
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the explicit form of these quadratic terms will not be needed in the 
discussion since the A$ are continuous on the wave surface Z(t) from the 
assumptions in Section III. It follows immediately from (4.1) that 
(4.2) 
Now when account is taken of the equations (2.2) giving the quantities 
,4fk we have 
in which all indices can be considered to have the full range of values 
0, 1, 2, 3. Making the substitutions (4.3) and using the relations (3.15) 
we now find that the equations (4.2) can be written 
[Bfkm] = 4 hi” (C& Izj & - Cj, 1, k - Cc, lj ill, + Cjm A, Ah). (4.4) 
It is assumed in this discussion that the wave surface Z(t) is prop- 
agated in free space, i.e. in a Riemann-Einstein space subject to the field 
equations 
B, = Byhn = 0, (j,k,n=0,1,2,3). (4.5) 
Contracting the indices i and m in the equations (4.4) we thus have 
hem (Cc, Aj L - Cjk 1, k - Cc,, ;li Ah + C, 1, Ah) = 0. (4.6) 
The relations (4.6), which can be considered to suppliment the compat- 
ibility conditions (3.15) are the dynamical conditions of compatibility 
of the problem. These conditions can also be written as 
(C,, Am) ilj + (Cjm A”‘)& - (C,, h”)li & - (& il”‘)C,k = 0, (4.7) 
in which the full range of values 0, 1 , 2, 3 is assumed by all indices. 
1'. SPATIAL WAVES END WAVE STRENGTH 
Certain additional restrictions beyond those contained in the assump- 
tions A, and A, in Section III will now be imposed on the discontinuities 
over the wave surface L’(t); these restrictions will be stated in terms of 
the quantities S, J and T introduced at the end of Section III. 
B,. The flartial coordinate derivatives of the second order of the compo- 
.nents of the scalar S and vector J are continuous across the surface Z(t). 
B,. There is a discontinuity over the surface Z(t) in the partial coordinate 
derivatives of the second order of the components of tk.e tercsor T. 
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It follows from assumption B, that all second order derivatives of 
the components of the scalar S and vector J are continuous over Z(t), 
i.e. time derivatives and mixed time and coordinate derivatives of the 
second order are also continuous over this surface (see corresponding 
result in Section III). A wave surface Z(t) over which the conditions 
B, and B, are satisfied will be referred to as a spatial slave since the 
relevant discontinuities over this surface are limited to discontinuities 
in the components of the metric tensor of the Riemann space R. Now 
from (3.15) we have 
[~Oj,kml = Coj& Am = 0, (5.1) 
for j, k, m = 0, 1, 2, 3. But from (5.1) we see that 
COj = 0, (j = 0, 1,2,3). (5.2) 
Using the relations (5.2), the equations (4.7 become 
(Cak fl)& + (Cai @P)& + (Cab gab)J+ ak - (J-m A”)cjk = 0, (5.3) 
where a, b = 1, 2, 3; j, k, m = 0, 1, 2, 3. Restricting the indices 1, k 
in (5.3) to the values 1, 2, 3 we now readily deduce 
(1 + 1, /l”)Caj Va = (Cab gQb)Vj - (C& P @)Vj, (5.4) 
(2 + ;t, amp&$ ya yb = Cab $“. (5.5) 
In fact the relations (5.4) are obtained from (5.3) by multiplication by vk 
while (5.5) results from (5.4) when we multiply by vi and sum on the 
repeated indices in each case as required. Also if we multiply (5.3) by the 
quantities gik and sum on the repeated indices we find that the resulting 
equation can be given the form 
(1 - n, I”)&, eb = i!c,b ti 1”. (5.6) 
Finally, adding corresponding members of (5.5) and (5.6), we obtain 
&,, jlm (c,, ti vb - cab eb) = 0. (5.7) 
Now assume 1,1” # 0. Then from (5.7) we have 
c,bfl@==&,~, (5.8) 
and hence (5.6) becomes 
(1 + & P)C& s”b = 0. (5.9) 
But the parenthesis expression in (5.9) is seen to have the value G2/V2 
when use is made of the relations (3.13) and (3.14). Since G does not 
vanish and 1. is not infinite by hypothesis it therefore follows from (5.9) 
that 
Cab p = il. (5.10) 
Hence we ha1.e 
Cab yo yb = 0, (5.11) 
from (5.8). But from (5.10) and (5.11) we see that the right members 
of (5.4) must vanish and, since the parenthesis espression in the left 
members of these equations has been observed to be different from zero, 
we conclude that 
c,j .t+ = 0, (j = 1,2,3). (5.12) 
From the relations (5.10) and (5.12) it now follows that (5.3) reduces to 
(kn 1”)cjk = 0, (j, k = 1, 2, 3), 
and hence the quantities C, in these equations must vanish since I, I” 
is different from zero by hypothesis. Rut this result is in contradiction 
with the above assumption B,. Hence 
(5.13) 
111 other words the normal velocity G has the zjalue 1. at points of the spatial 
il’az’e surface Z(t). 
In view of the relation (5.13) the above equations (5.3) now reduce to 
(cak v)Aj + (caj fl)Ak + (cab $*)& lk = 0, (5.14) 
with a, 6 = 1, 2, 3; j, k = 0, 1, 2, 3. Taking j = k = 0 in (5.14), using 
(5.2) and the relation il, = G from (3.13), with G # 0 by hypothesis, 
we have 
Cd p = 0. (5.15) 
Hence (5.14) becomes 
(Cnk ?)A, + (c,j +k = 0. (5.16) 
Sow put i = 0 and let k have the values 1, 2. 3 in (5.16) ; this gives 
Cak ‘fl = 0, (k = 1,2,3). (5.17) 
The equations (5.15) and (5.17), as well as the above equations (5.2) 
will be found to have a useful application in the following discussion. 
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The magnitude of the discontinuity over the wave surface E(t) is 
measured in general by the quantities Cij for i, j = 0, 1,2,3 in accordance 
with the relations (3.15). In the case of the spatial wave for which C,j = 0 
for j = 0, 1, 2, 3 it is therefore natural to define the wave strength II’ 
by the equation 
bv = ,,tii gkm cjk cj,,,, (5.18) 
from which it follows that W = 0 implies Cji = 0 for i, i = 1, 2, 3 and 
conversely. In the final section of this paper we shall be concerned with 
the variation of the strength W of a spatial wave during its propagation. 
VI. WAVE TRAJECTORIES AS GEODESICS OF ZERO LENGTH 
Consider the normal trajectories N to the family of surfaces given by 
the successive positions of the spatial waves Z(t) in the Riemann space R. 
Denoting by (T the arc length along any curve N, based on the metric 
of R, and by s its arc length as a curve in the four dimensional space-time 
continuum whose element of distance ds is given by (1.2), we have 
from (5.13), i.e. the trajectories N are curves of zero length in the four 
dimensional continuum. 
More definitive information regarding the trajectories N can be 
obtained from the equations (2.13) which can be shown to yield the 
relations 
(6.1) 
along these curves when we take account of the fact that G = V, as 
shown in Section V, make the substitutions 
dxi 1 dx’ 
vi=&= TX’ 
and also use the formula (2.14) and the identities (2.9); the details of 
the derivation of (6.1) will not be carried out here but will be left to the 
reader. Introducing the components A given by (2.3), the equations (6.1) 
can be written 
(‘3.2) 
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where i, i = 1, 2, 3 and there is a summation on the indices k, m over 
the range 0, 1, 2, 3. To simplify the equations further let us make a 
differentiable parameter transformation t c--1 T in consequence of which 
the equations (6.2) become 
dx’ 
dt=O. 
Now put 
dgr 2 aV dxi dt 2 
i I= 
2 dVd7 
z=EGat -a 1,’ dt dt ’ 
and integrate this equation along the trajectory N in question to obtain 
7=/l V*dt+B, 
5 
(6.3) 
where A and B are arbitrary constants. Hence when we make the 
parameter transformation (6.3), with A # 0, the above equations (6.2) 
assume the simpler form 
(6.4) 
We have shown that the equations (6.4) are satisfied along the normal 
trajectories N when the index i is restricted to the values 1, 2, 3 and the 
indices k, m are summed over the range 0, 1, 2, 3. But, taking i = 0, 
it is readily seen that the left member of (6.4) vanishes identically along 
the curves N. It is customary to express a result of this type by saying 
that the wave trajectories N are geodesics of zero length in the space-time 
continuum whose metric is defined by (1.2) ; this terminology is employed 
since the equations (6.4), in which the indices i, k, m have the full range 
of values from zero to three, are formally equivalent to the equations of 
the geodesics in a Riemann space. 
VII. PROBLEM OF TEMPORAL DISCONTINUITIES 
The question will now be raised as to whether wave surfaces L’(t) 
can exist over which there will be a discontinuity in the second partial 
derivatives of the components hOi for i = 0, 1, 2, 3 while the corresponding 
partial derivatives of the components hii for i, i = 1, 2, 3 will be contin- 
uous over these surfaces. Such waves, or discontinuities, will be called 
tem#oral to distinguish them from the spatial waves discussed in Section V; 
they will be characterized by the previous assumptions A, and A, together 
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with the following assumptions C, and C, stated in terms of the quantities 
S, J and T defined in Section III. 
Cl. There is a discontinuity ower the surface Z(t) among the partial 
coordinate derivatives of the second order of the components of the scalar S 
and the vector J, 
C,. The partial coordinate derivatives of the second order of the compo- 
nents of the tensor T are continuous over the szcrface Z(t). 
We see immediately from the relations (3.15) that 
Cjj = 0, k i = 1,2,3), (7.1) 
as a result of the above condition C,; hence it follows from (3.15) and 
(7.1) that the time and the mixed time and coordinate derivatives of the 
second order of the components of T are likewise continuous over the 
surface L’(t). Taking j, k = 1, 2, 3 and making use of the relations (3.13) 
and (3.14) for the quantities 1 the equations (4.7) now become 
G&k Vj + GCoi vk + c, Vj vk = 0. (7.2) 
When we multiply (7.2) by vk and then multiply the resulting equations 
by vi we are led to the following relations 
G(& yk)vj + G& + c, vj = 0, (7.3) 
2G(&,,+ v”) + c,,,, = 0. (7.4) 
Eliminating the combination Cek vk between the equations (7.3) and (7.4) 
we obtain 
coi = - 2 vi, 
i 1 
(1’ = 1,2,3). (7.5) 
Now when we substitute the values of the Cej given by (7.5) into the 
equations (7.2) we find that the latter are satisfied identically; hence 
(7.5) is equivalent to the complete set of relations (7.2). 
If we choose j = k = 0 or j = 0; k = 1, 2, 3 in (4.7) we also find 
that these equations are satisfied when account is taken of the relations 
(7.5). Hence (7.5) gives all the conditions on the C’s which are obtainable 
from the equations (4.7) under the above assumption C,. Thus the velocity 
of propagation G of a temporal discontinuity does not have the unique 
algebraic determination corresponding to the case of the spatial wave. 
This fact suggests that szcch disco&in&ties are directly associated with the 
firesence of material bodies rather than with the propagation of a wave in 
free space. We shall not, therefore, pursue the investigation of these 
discontinuities in the present paper. 
YIII. COMPATIBILITY CONDITIONS OF THE THIRD ORDER 
In the deri\:ation of the third order compatibilitp conditions in this 
section it will be assumed that the statical field in front of the wave 
surface E(t) can be approximated by the expression (1.5) for the element 
of distance ds in the special theory of relativitJ7; this assumption will 
simplify the derivations considerably since the conditions in question 
will not be in\-ariant under the general coordinate transformations .Y t) ,i 
which are permissible in the Riemann space R. Furthermore under this 
assumptio~n the ttormal zlelocity G of propagation of the zilazje szlrface Z(t) 
xtlill be equal to the constant velocity c of propagation of light, the normal 
trajectories N will be straight 1ifze.s from the equations (2.13), artd the successive 
positions of the wave will form a family of Parallel swfaces [2] it7 the thret, 
dimension.al Euclidean space of the special theor of relatir~it~~. 
(X.1) 
where i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3; k, m, p = 1, 2, 3 and the index CC = 1, 2. It will 
be understood in the remainder of this section, without further mention, 
that the indices i, j have the range 0, 1, 2, 3 and that other Latin indices 
are restricted to the values 1, 2, 3 ; Greek indices will have the range 1, 2 
as in the preceding work. We shall continue to use the symbol 1 to 
denote partial differentiation with respect to the variables in question 
and will reserve the comma to indicate covariant differentiation. 
hlultiplying (8.1) by g”” xpn and summing on repeated indices we 
obtain a set of equations of the form 
when use is made of the formula (2.9) and account is taken of the fact 
that 6,i and $j are equal to the corresponding Kronecker d’s from the 
above assumption; in writing the equations (8.2) the index 1% has been 
lowered which is permissible since there is now no distinction between 
the covariant and contravariant positions of Latin indices. Since the 
quantities [hi+,,,] are symmetric in the indices m, rz the right members 
of (8.2) must be symmetric in these indices; hence we must have 
Erjkm Vn + g”” [ki/kmI/a Xne = ELjkn I’m + gas [hrl/knj,a %I;. (8.3) 
Multiplying (8.3) by Y, and then multiplying the resulting equations by 11~ 
and in each case summing on repeated indices we obtain two sets of 
equations which (after some changes of indices) can be written 
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where the Eij are quantities defined on the surface Z(t) and are given by 
Eij = E+, vk v,,,. 
When the expressions for E+,, v, given by (8.5) are substituted into the 
right members of (8.4) we find that 
Eijkm = E;j Vk Vm + gab [&j/&]/a Vu Vb Vm xkfi 
+ gab [kj/kn]/a Vk %I@. 
(8.6) 
Some alteration of the form of the right members of (8.6) is advisable 
for our purpose. Thus we have 
[hj/knl/a Vn = (cij Vk %)/cc Vn 
= c,, Vk + cij Vk/&.+ cij Vk %/cc Vn 
= cij/a Vk - cij g” baa Xkr, 
(8.7) 
when use made of the relations (2.10) and (3.15) and account is taken 
of the fact that v is a unit vector: also 
[Sj/ab]/a Vu Vb = (Cij Va Vb)/a Va Vb = cij/a. W3) 
Making the substitutions (8.7) and (8.8) the equations (8.6) become 
&m = &j Vk Vm + Cij/a gKB(Vk xrnp + Vm xkfi) 
- Cij P g” baa Xkr hp. 
(8.9) 
where the b,, are the coefficients of the second fundamental form of the 
surface L’(t); we note that the expressions in the right members of these 
relations are symmetric in the indices i, j and also in the indices k, m 
as required. 
Treating the last set of terms in (8.2) in a corresponding manner we 
are led to the relations 
[hj/km]/a = cij/ar Vk Vm - C;j g” L(Vk &r + Vm x/m). (8.10) 
Finally when we make the substitutions (8.9) and (8.10) the equations (8.2) 
become 
[hj/kmn] = Eij Vk Vm Vn + C,j/a p*(Vk Vm %a + Vk Vu Xrn~ + Vm Vn xkfl) 
- cii g”B g” boro(Vk hnr Xnb + %n Xkr G/3 + Vn Xkr %a) - 
(8.11) 
The relations (8.11) are the geometrical conditions of com+atibility of the 
third order; we recall that the indices i, j in these equations may have 
the values 0, 1,2,3 but only the values 1,2,3 can be assumed by the 
other Latin indices. 
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To construct the corresponding kinematical conditions of compat- 
ibility we first consider the relations 
(8.12) 
which are obtained when we take the 6 time derivative of the quantities 
[hii,km] and use the first set of equations (2.12). But 
$ [hij/km] = $ (cij Vk 2~~) = f$ yk y,, (8.13) 
when we make the substitution (3.15) and take account of the fact that 
the time derivatives bv,!dt vanish for the case under consideration. Also 
we have 
(8.14) 
from the above conditions (8.11). Hence, making the substitutions (8.13) 
and (8.14) in (8.12) we arrive at the first of the kinematical conditions of 
compatibility, namely 
aah,, 
i 1 axk a9 at = 
- G&i vk Vm - GC;i/a &?(vk Xrn~ + Vm XkS) 
(8.15) 
+ GCii gap g” b,, 
Kij 
%xm% + ~vk%. 
The remaining kinematical conditions of compatibility are derived 
in a corresponding manner from the two sets of relations 
LVe leave the details of this derivation to the reader and write down only 
the final form of these compatibility conditions which are given by the 
equations 
a3hq i 1 axk at2 = G= Eii vk + G2 cii/or gaB xkfl - 2G % vk, (8.16) 
= -G3Eii + 3&$, (8.17) 
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in which i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3 while the index k is restricted to the values 1, 2, 3. 
In addition to the compatibility conditions (8.11), (8.15), (8.16) and (8.17) 
certain dynamical conditions of compatibility of the third order must 
also be considered; this will be done in the following section in connection 
with the derivation of the differential equation for the variation of wave 
strength with which these latter conditions are closely related. 
IX. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR THE VARIATION OF WAVE STRENGTH 
Differentiating the equations (4.5) with respect to the variables xrn 
for m = 0, 1,2, 3 and evaluating on the two sides of the wave surface 
Z(t) we are led to relations of the form 
Now make the substitutions (2.2) in (9.1); we thus obtain the following 
dynamical conditions of compatibility, namely 
when account is taken of the continuity of the quantities h;j and their 
first partial derivatives over the surface Z(t), i.e. the assumptions A, 
and A, in Section III. The full range of values 0, 1, 2, 3 may be assumed 
by all indices in the equations (9.2). It will suffice for our purpose, however, 
to limit our attention to the equations (9.2) for which m has the value 
zero; when this is done and when we furthermore take account of the 
relations (2.1), in which I’ = G and the gii have the values S’i, we find 
that the above equations (9.2) give 
in which j, k, n = 1, 2, 3 and there is a summation on the index PZ over 
this range. 
Let us now substitute the expressions which are given by the kinemati- 
cal compatibility conditions (8.15), (8.16) and (8.17) for the bracket 
quantities in (9.3). The direct result of this substitution is a rather 
lengthy set of equations which we shall not write down explicitly; however 
when we avail ourselves of the equations (2.7) and (2.8), the conditions 
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(5.2), (5.15), (5.17) and certain relations resulting from these conditions 
by differentiation, we find that the equations in question reduce to 
- Eoi vk - E, vi - GE,j v,, vk - GE,k v, vi + Eoa GE,,,, - G Vj 1% = 0, 
in which the quantity Q, defined by (2.11), is the mean curvature of the 
surface Z(t). We also find that 
= GGcjk cjk + GCik $~‘(Cnj/a vn)xkOr 
when we multiply the above relations by C, and sum on the repeated 
indices. But 
cnj/, %I = (C”j %&),a - c,j %/a = C”j g” bm, xn,, 
by application of (2.10) and (5.17). Hence we have 
when we make the indicated changes of indices. Thus we see that the 
second sets of terms in the left and right members of (9.4) are the same 
and hence cancel from this equation. Introducing the wave strength IV, 
defined by the equation (5.14), we now find that (9.4) becomes 
(9.5) 
Finally the velocity G can be eliminated from (9.5) by means of the 
substitution 
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in which use is made of the last equation (2.12). The resulting equation, 
namely 
f!LQnTY 
da ’ (9.6) 
is the differential equation for the variatiort of the wave strength W along 
the normal trajectories to the wave saw/aces. The purely geometrical nature 
of this problem is apparent from the equation (9.6). 
X. DECAY AND GROWTH OF WAVE STRENGTH DURING PROPAGATION 
In the case of a plane gravitational wave we have 0 = 0 and hence 
we see from (9.6) that the strength of the wave remains constant during 
its propagation. For a spherical wave propagated outward, i.e. such 
that the radius R of the wave increases during the propagation, the mean 
curvature ~‘2 is given by Q = - l/R; making this substitution for Q in 
(9.6) and integrating the resulting equation, in which a can evidently 
be replaced by the variable R, we obtain 
where W, denotes the wave strength when the sphere has radius R,. 
The strength of such a wave thus decreases to zero in accordance with 
this equations as R becomes indefinitely large. 
In general [2] 
f2= 
L$--&a 
1- 2f20a+K,a2’ 
(10.1) 
where Q, and K,, are the mean and Gaussian curvatures at a point P,, 
on the surface Z(t,) and D is the mean curvature of the surface L’(t) 
at a point P which lies a distance a along the normal trajectory N joining 
P to PO. Making the substitution (10.1) in (9.6) and integrating the 
equation so obtained, we have 
as the explicit form of the equation for the variation of the wave strength 
W along the trajectory N. From our previous discussion of the equation 
(10.2) in connection with the variation of the strength of a longitudinal 
or a shear wave in an unstrained elastic medium [3] the following result 
can immediately be stated. The strength W of a spatial gravitational 
xave, propagated irzto the space-time continuum whose element of distance ds 
is @en by the form (1.5), will approach zero monotonical1.t as the time of 
fwopagation iucreases illdefinitely from arz initial time t,, if, and only if. 
the warle surface I(&,) is (u) a developable surface (not 1~ plane) nr (,d) a surfacc 
of positire r~~llrvatzrre and (y) the direction of propagation of .Y(t,) isFawn>’ 
from the centers of curvature at points of this surfact~. Ttle last requir&ent 
(y), which is needed to insure the inequality .5?, < 0 at points of the surfaw 
.T(t,), can also be espressed by the assumption that E(t,) is convex it1 
the sense that the straight line normals issuing from this surface in the 
direction of the propagation do not intersect and hence form a congruenctb 
of curves in thtl three dimensional Euclidean space. 
\I\‘hen the above conditions are not met the strength of the wave ma!’ 
become infinite as a result of the propagation. For example if .Q,) is 
a spherical surface, propagated toward its center of curvature 0, tht: 
mean cur\-ature will have the value l/R where R is the radius of the 
moving nal-e surface Z(t) and thus we find that TI’ + cs as the wave 
converges to the point 0. -41~0 if .Z(t,) is a circular cylinder whose direction 
of propagation is toward the central axis, it follows readily that 76’ will 
become infinite along the axis of the cylinder. In general it is easily seen 
from the form of the equation (10.2) that points of infinite wave strength 
W may arise \vhich will sweep out a two dimensional surface .4’ in the 
Euclidean space during the course of the propagation. One would expect 
this surface S to revert to a wave associated with a firsite but stronger 
discontinuit!, in order to circumvent the occurrence of infinitr di+ 
continuitie< in derivatives of the gravitational potentials. 
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